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Abstract: The facilitation of quality of service (QoS) under 

routing in Mobile Ad Hoc NETworks (MANETs) is a challenging 

issue due to its resource constraints, bandwidth sharing and 

topology dynamism. Moreover, security is considered as another 

complex issue of provisioning QoS as the prevalence of 

maliciousness nodes introduces all types of threats to the 

MANETs. In spite of a diversified number of mechanisms 

contributed for securing MANETs, majority of the solutions are 

potential in preventing some particular category of attacks or 

facilitate security by sacrificing the QoS cost. In this paper, Hybrid 

Energy and Trust Efficient Reactive Routing Mechanism 

(HETERRM) was proposed for ensuring trust-oriented QoS 

routing process that integrates QoS trust and social trust. This 

proposed HETERRM first relies on the process of mitigating 

maliciousness nodes by incorporating a trust mechanism that is 

capable in different packet forwarding misbehavior and reliable 

path discovery for facilitating trustworthy communication. This 

proposed HETERRM further aids in selecting the optimal 

forwarding node based on quality of channel, quality of link and 

residual energy to quantify the packet forwarding potential. The 

simulation experiments of the proposed HETERRM are 

conducted using ns-2 is evaluated using energy consumptions, 

packet delivery ratio and overhead. 

Keywords : Routing, QoS trust, Hybrid Markov Chain, Energy 

Efficiency, Social Trust  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The data delivery rate of ad hoc network is considered to 

be maximum under a high trust degree level of mobile nodes 

in the network [1]. However, the selfish nodes have the 

tendency to deny the act of packet forwarding for focusing on 

conservation of its energy in the network with a view to 

increase the longevity of the network [2]. The selfish nodes 

possess the characteristics of intentional dropping of packets 

that greatly degrades the performance of the network in terms 

of throughput, packet delay and energy consumptions [3]. 

The existence of selfish nodes needed to be detected through 

a continuous monitoring process that is facilitated through 

direct or neighborhood monitoring in the network [4]. 

Statistical Reliability factors are considered to be significant 

in determining the packet forwarding potential of the mobile 

nodes in the network with reduced energy consumptions in 

the network [5]. These statistical reliability factors are 
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determined to be more predominant towards effective 

mitigation of selfish influence in the network [6]. Hence, an 

efficient mitigation approach that inspires the benefits of 

parametric distribution need to be formulated [7].  

 In this paper, an Extended Hyper Geometric Trust 

Factor-Based Markov Foresting Scheme (EHGTF-MFS) is 

contributed for effective forecasting of selfish node intent in 

the future such that the forwarding of packets through those 

specific malicious nodes is prevented. This proposed 

EHGTF-MFS incorporates the advantages of Hybrid Markov 

Chain and Enhanced Functional Link Network-based Grey 

Forecasting process for isolating selfish node behavior in ad 

hoc networks. This proposed EHGTF-MFS also includes 

Markov chain for quantifying the level of residual energy that 

is essential in modifying the forecasting value of enhancing 

the prediction accuracy. The simulation experiments of the 

proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme are conducted using 

throughput, detection rate, energy consumptions and packet 

latency by varying the number of CBR connection and selfish 

nodes in the network. research articles globally. All accepted 
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should be included in the final paper/camera ready 
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II.  RELATED WORK 

 

In the recent past, a number of recent selfish node 

detection schemes contributed in the literature are discussed 

in this section. Initially, a selfish node detection approach 

using the merits of Exponential Reliability Coefficient was 

proposed for effective data dissemination through effective 

isolation of their impacts [8]. This proposed exponential 

reliability-based detection approach was determined to a 

significant in exploring all the dimensions that attribute. 
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 Then, a two acknowledgement-based selfish node 

detection approach was proposed for effective isolation of 

intentional characteristics of the network [10]. Further, a 

selfish node detection scheme-based on continuous Bayes 

Theorem and prior probability was proposed for handling 

selfish node behavior in the network [11]. This continuous 

Bayes Theorem and prior probability-based selfish node 

detection schemes was determined to be superior in terms of 

packet delivery rate, throughput, total overhead and control 

overhead under a varying number of mobile nodes and selfish 

nodes in the network. [12], Furthermore, an Erlang 

Factor-based selfish node detection approach was proposed 

for determining the conditional probability that suits well for 

the effective isolation selfish intent from the network [13]. 

This Erlang Factor-based selfish node detection approach 

was also determined to be superior in terms of packet 

delivery rate, throughput, total overhead and control 

overhead under a varying number of mobile nodes and selfish 

nodes in the network. Finally, a Trust-based selfish node 

detection approach that utilizes the merits of conditional 

probability was proposed for effective isolation of selfish 

intent characteristics in the network [14]. This proposed 

conditional probability-based detection approach was also 

determined to a significant in exploring all the dimensions 

that attribute towards effective isolation of intentional 

characteristics of the network In addition, a significant 

contextual trust-based selfish nodes detection approach was 

contributed for eliminating the impacts of selfish behavior 

from the network [15]. This contextual trust-based selfish 

nodes detection approach was estimated to be excellent in 

terms of packet delivery rate, throughput, total overhead and 

control overhead under a varying number of mobile nodes 

and selfish nodes in the network. 

III. AN EXTENDED HYPER GEOMETRIC TRUST 

FACTOR-BASED MARKOV FORESTING SCHEME 

(EHGTF-MFS)  

In this proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme, the packet 

forwarding capability and residual energy of each mobile 

node is considered as input to the Grey Model GM (1,1). In 

the GM (1,1) model, a new data sequence 
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differential function denoted in Equation (2) 
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Where ‘ l ’ and ‘ m ’ refers to the development factor and 

control variable that guides the process of predicting selfish 

nodes.  
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The grey difference equation specified in Equation (4) is 

utilized for determining the value of ‘ l ’ and ‘ m ’ by 

satisfying the condition 
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Equation (5) 
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In this context, the value of   is assigned to 0.5 for 

effectiveness.  

Thus, the value of l and m are estimated using the 

method of least squares by applying 1−n  Grey difference 

equation as specified in Equation (6) 
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time accumulated generation operator  
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In this proposed scheme EHGTF-MFS scheme, the value of 
)0(

y is modified to 

)0(~

y through the addition and subtraction 

of 
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based on Equation (8) for improving the flexibility in 

the process of forecasting.  
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Where flexd is the degree of flexibility (ranges from -1 to 1 ) 

based on which the value of 

)0(

y can be adjusted effectively. 

The value of flexd is computed with the aid of Functional 

Link Network based on the hyperbolic tangent function 

specified in Equation (9) under the activation function that 

ranges from -1 to 1 respectively. 
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Furthermore, the time period pt of 

)0(

y is enhanced for more 

accuracy based on the Functional Link Network that derives 

value of pt , with  as the bias of the output node.  

In this proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme, the Mean 

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is incorporated in the 

forecasting model in order to facilitate high prediction 

accuracy since it is considered as suitable for modeling 

prediction approach that can be considered as the time-series 

model. Thus MAPE (
MAPEP ) of 

)0(y is determined for 

identifying the selfish activity of selfish nodes based on 

Equation (10)  
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In this context, the mobile nodes are considered as 

selfish nodes when the value of 
MAPEP  is greater than 0.3 

(fixed based on simulation experiments) Trust Efficient 

Reactive Routing Mechanism (HETERRM) 

i) Quality of the link 

The quality of the link is defined as the time duration for 

which a link between two mobile nodes persists (residual life 

of the link). In this proposed HETERRM, the quality of the 

link is estimated for minimizing the failure of the route in the 

highly reactive environment.The  residual life of the link is 

comparatively easy to estimate by extracting the relative 

velocity between nodes and range of communication, even 

when the accurate prediction of wireless links in ad hoc 

networks is a complex issue. The determination of the quality 

of the link is initiated by estimating the relative velocity and 

distance between nodes.  

2

12
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Then, the quality of the link is determined based on 

the relative velocity                             ( BAVel VelVelR −= ) 

and Range of Communication ( CommR ) based on Equation 

(3) 

VI. MATH 

 The experimental investigations of the proposed 

EHGTF-MFS scheme is facilitated through the series of 

simulations conducted using ns-2.31. The total terrain 

network area considered for the implementation of the 

proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme is 100x100 square meters 

with 200 mobile nodes randomly distributed throughout the 

entire network topology. The simulation time for the 

implementing the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme is 250 

seconds with the CBR of 40 packets per second under the 

packet size of 512 bytes. The pause time used for the 

implementation of the proposed  EHGTF-MFS scheme is 30 

seconds with MAC 802.11.  

 Initially, the predominace of the proposed EHGTF-MFS 

scheme is investigated using throughput, detection rate, total 

overhead and packet drop based on increasing number of 

mobile nodes in the network. Figure 1 and 2 depicts the 

significance of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme 

quantified using throughput and detection rate evaluated 

under a varying number of mobile nodes in the ad hoc 

network. The proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme confirmed a 

potential enhancement in throughput under varying mobile 

nodes of nearly 11%, 13% and 15% excellent to the existing 

TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRMapproaches. 

Likewise, the detection rate of the proposed EHGTF-MFS 

scheme under increasing mobile nodes is determined to be 

enhanced through a considerable margin of 9%, 13% and 

17% remarkable to the existing TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand 

EFBCRMapproaches. Likewise, Figure 3 and 4 exemplars 

the significance of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme 

quantified in terms of total overhead and packet drop 

evaluated under a varying number of mobile nodes in the ad 

hoc network. The proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme under 

increasing mobile nodes confirmed a potential reduction in 

total overhead of approximately 10%, 13% and 18% superior 

to the baseline TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRM 

approaches. Likewise, the packet drop rate of the proposed 

EHGTF-MFS scheme under increasing number of mobile 

nodes is also determined to be greatly minimized through a 

considerable margin of 9%, 14% and 17% remarkable to the 

existing TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRMapproaches. 

This predominance of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme in 

maximizing throughput and detection rate with minimized 

packet drop and total overhead under increasing number of 

mobile nodes is mainly due to the exact quantification of trust 

possessed by each interacting mobile nodes ensured by the 

computation of the Gwet Kappa Factor.  
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Figure 1: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-throughput 

under different mobile nodes 
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Figure 2: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-detection rate 

under different mobile nodes 
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Figure 3: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-total overhead 

under different mobile nodes 
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Figure 4: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-packet drop 

under different mobile nodes 
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Figure 5: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-throughput 

under different selfish nodes 
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Figure 6: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-detection rate 

under different selfish nodes 
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Figure 7: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-total overhead 

under different selfish nodes 
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Figure 8: Proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme-packet drop 

under different selfish nodes 

 Furthermore, the role of the proposed EHGTF-MFS 

scheme is investigated using throughput, detection rate, total 

overhead and packet drop based on increasing number of 

selfish node intensity in the network. Figure 5 and 6 portrays 

the significance of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme 

quantified using throughput and detection rate evaluated 

under varying number of selfish nodes in the network 

topology. The proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme confirmed a 

potential enhancement in throughput of 13%, 16% and 18% 

remarkable to the existing TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand 

EFBCRMapproaches. Likewise, the detection rate of the 

proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme is determined to be enhanced 

through a considerable margin of 10%, 14% and 19% 

remarkable to the existing TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand 

EFBCRMapproaches.  

Figure 7 and 8 depicts the significance of the proposed 

EHGTF-MFS scheme quantified in terms of total overhead 

and packet drop evaluated under varying number of selfish 

nodes in the network topology. The proposed EHGTF-MFS 

scheme confirmed a potential reduction in total overhead of 

approximately 12%, 14% and 16% superior to the baseline 

TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRM approaches. 

Likewise, the packet drop rate of the proposed EHGTF-MFS 

scheme is also determined to be greatly minimized through a 

considerable margin of 11%, 16% and 21% remarkable to the 

existing TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRMapproaches. 

This predominance of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme in 

maximizing throughput and detection rate with minimized 

packet drop and total overhead under increasing number of 

selfish is mainly due to the possibility of multi-perspective 

investigation assured by the Gwet Kappa Factor.  

 

Figure 9: Proposed EHGTF-MFS-energy consumptions 

under vaying mobile nodes 

 

Figure 10: Proposed EHGTF-MFS-energy consumptions 

under varying selfish nodes 

 Finally, Figure 9 and 10 exemplars the performance of 

the proposed EHGTF using a percentage decrease in energy 

consumptions under an increasing rate of varying mobile 

nodes and selfish nodes in the network.  The energy 

consumptions of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme under 

monotonically increasing number of mobile nodes is 

confirmed to be minimized by a greater margin of 7%, 10% 

and 12%  excellent to the existing TBIDT-DSN, 

SD-TBDEand EFBCRMapproaches. In addition, the energy 

consumptions of the proposed EHGTF-MFS scheme under 

monotonically increasing number of selfish nodes are also 

determined to be significantly reduced through a significant 

level of 8%, 11% and 13%  excellent to the existing 

TBIDT-DSN, SD-TBDEand EFBCRMapproaches. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a reliable EHGTF-MFS approach 

that estimates the predicted value through the enforcement of 

potent Grey Model that is potentially adjusted based on the 

application of the Enhanced Functional Link Network. This 

proposed EHGTF-MFS approach was presented using the 

merits of Markov chain for forecasting the probability of 

selfish intent in the mobile nodes in a precise manner. The 

simulation results and investigations of the proposed 

EHGTF-MFS mechanism confirmed a superior enhancement 

in energy consumptions, packet delivery rate and packet 

latency in the network. In the near future, it is also planned to 

formulate a fuzzy operator based selfish node detection 

scheme that explores the option of investigating the 

maximum dimension in mitigating them from the network  
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